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A typical leftist strategy is "accusing the opponent of doing what YOU have done."

What do I mean by this?

You trigger a riot, kill majority and in the backlash if minority gets killed you call it

"genocide of minority."

You spread fake news 24*7 but label THEM as fake news.

The 2 SIMULTANEOUS COUPS IN ■■
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I'll try to decode the game of chess currently going on in the US.

I'm taking a shot at predicting what will happen on Monday - 11/1/2021.

Read at your own peril.

A NEW GREAT GAME?

Even in India when FIRST the Godhra carnage took place, who STARTED the RIOT?

WHO KILLED WHO?

BUT WHAT DID MSM PORTRAY IT AS GLOBALLY?

WHAT DO PEOPLE THINK FIRST WHEN YOU MENTION THE WORDS 'GUJARAT RIOTS'?

Godhra Carnage definitely not. Coz no one even remembers it.
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Democrats are accusing Trump of a COUP.

Who do you think has REALLY BEEN THE ONE TO START A COUP? THINK.

A CENTRAL FEATURE OF A COUP IS CUTTING OFF COMMUNICATION OF THE CURRENT LEADER.

What and why the sudden URGENCY to BAN TRUMP ACROSS ALL PLATFORMS?

Revolutionary leftists LOVE slaves that accept their fate and don't fight back.

The reason why the viscerally hate Trump and Modi is because they fight back and don't take shit from leftists.

Godhra Carnage was action. Reaction everyone knows.

Not only that but for every

action the REACTION of Trump and Modi INCREASES THEIR POPULARITY AND PUBLIC SUPPORT making them a

constant thorn for the leftists.

Carefully look at the pic below. Do protestors walk calmly in a queue not even crossing barricade?
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